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Opportunities to use hands and fingers to draw and make
marks are important early literacy learning experiences
What does research tell us about the emergence
and development of infant finger drawing?

W

et sand at ocean’s edge, moisture on
a steamy bathroom window, bright
mounds of finger paint on a sheet of glazed
paper, or a bit of nontoxic lotion on a highchair
tray—these are just a few of the “media” young
children can use with hands and fingers for
some of their earliest drawing and mark-making
experiences.
Researchers at the Center for Early Literacy
Learning (CELL) analyzed the findings from 21
studies about the emergence and development
of infant finger drawing. Their focus was on
identifying the person and environmental
characteristics that encourage and contribute
to infants learning to use their fingers to draw.
Because infant finger drawing is considered
one type of experience for young children to
learn conventional writing skills, the researchers
wanted to identify the conditions that enable
children to use their hands and forefingers to
draw, mark, and scribble.
The findings showed that finger drawing was
facilitated when children were prompted to take
part in the activity and were given feedback
for doing so. Having an adult, such as a child’s
mother, model finger-drawing activities and
a child getting to take part in multiple fingerdrawing experiences over time also made
them more powerful learning opportunities
for the study participants. Being able to see
the consequences of their finger-drawing
behaviors—such as seeing the marks they made
by moving their fingers in different ways on a

touch-responsive computer screen—was very
reinforcing for the children. The more chances
the children had to engage in finger-drawing
experiences over time, the more their fingerdrawing skills advanced and improved.
This CELLnotes summarizes findings reported in Dunst, C. J., &
Gorman, E. (2009). Research informing the development of infant
finger drawing. CELLreviews 2(1), 1-6.

Acting on the Evidence
Download free, two-page CELLpractices guides in versions
for parents or practitioners at www.earlyliteracylearning.org
Staff of CELL have created a number of practice guides especially for parents and early childhood
practitioners to encourage putting this research evidence to use in home, community, and classroom
settings. All of the two-page practice guides listed below are available for free download on the CELL
project web site: www.earlyliteracylearning.org. At this web address you can also find interactive
posters called CELLpops and multimedia practice guides such as videos that illustrate practices
supported by this research.

Especially for Parents

Especially for Practitioners

Infants:
Infant Finger Drawing
Scribble, Scribble

Infants:
Let Little Fingers Do the Drawing
Infant Scribbling Activities

Toddlers:
All...Write
Art of Writing

Toddlers:
Writing Through Art
Writing the World

Preschoolers:
Delighting in Writing
Write Right

Preschoolers:
You’ve Got Mail
Starting Write
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